Tailored Growth Proposal for your

Fitness Account
Thank you for allowing us to share with you the power of organic Instagram marketing for growing your
page. Please read this proposal and I’m sure you will agree that this service is a must-have for achieving
your goals.

WHY YOU NEED THIS
You are a fitness enthusiast. Your passion is health, self-improvement,
and aesthetic perfection. Fitness is one of Instagram’s Golden markets
due to the universal desire to look and feel healthier, but also because
your content is unique in that it is profoundly visual.
Did you know that nutritional companies will pay top influencers
thousands of dollars to promote their gyms, nutritional products, and
more? But that is just the beginning. Personal trainers using our service
have reported a 300% increase in bookings and are now charging 5
times as much for higher profile clients. Our clients have also been
discovered and featured in magazines, commercials, and many online
ads.

»» 10k Followers – Companies will begin giving you free product for
promotional posts

»» 30k Followers – Companies will pay you up to $500 per

promotional post
»» 50k Followers – You are eligible for sponsorships by many health
companies
»» 100k Followers – Earn a living doing what you love
We have helped hundreds of fitness accounts just like you to achieve
their goals and gain thousands of real, active followers. Using the same
techniques that have been proven to work on other fitness accounts,
we will be able to grow your account by an average of 6,000 fans per
month and triple your engagement.
@jp.flex
“I always wanted to make a career in fitness but just couldn’t get past
5k followers. Instelite has literally made my dreams possible. People are
DMing me nonstop asking for personal training, tips, and more. I am on
the verge of getting sponsored by a major supplement company too!”

SOUNDS GREAT! BUT HOW?
That’s where we come in. By following a simple 5 step plan that we have employed for over 500 Instagram fitness
accounts world-wide, you will soon join the ranks as a Recognized Instagram Influencer.
1.
2.
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4.
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Strategy: 1 on 1 coaching session with our top Instagram Guru to identify your target audience, establish a
content and posting strategy, and teach you some hidden tricks to get you paid for your posts.
Targeting: We will find the Instagram users that are most likely to follow & interact with your Instagram page.
They are selected based on accounts they are currently following, what they are posting about, and how many
followers/following they each have.
Interaction: We need to let these users know you exist. By performing genuine, organic interactions such as
Targeted Comments, Likes, and Follows, these users will flood to your page every single day. We perform around
2000 interactions PER DAY.
Competitor Analysis: We will use data that we’ve built from our other Instagram fitness accounts, including the
keywords that are most successful, and target accounts that are most similar in order to skyrocket your growth!
Machine Learning: We are lucky to operate the most powerful machine learning software in the world for
Instagram marketing. We are constantly analyzing our targeting strategies and interactions to continue improving
and growing faster.

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
Everything included above costs only $89 per month
1.
2.
3.

Visit Instelite.com/pricing and select Varsity.
You will receive 7 days to try us out before you’re charged.
You can cancel or pause your services easily, at any time.

Have additional questions?

Ready to get started today?

Call or text (954) 621-6394 or
Email jay@instelite.com

Visit Instelite.com/pricing today

